UPCOMING EVENTS

On-line

(6/10) AMWA Fellowship Applications are now being accepted.

(5/31) Marriott Points Donation Drive: support attendees to the MWIA Centennial Congress.

In Person


Why I Am Excited for the Medical Women's International Association Conference by Dr. Chung Sang Tse

(4/28-5/1) AMWA Partners with the World Health Care Congress 2019 in Washington, DC.

Other Meetings

(4/5-7) APSA Chicago Meeting - use your AMWA discount!

(4/28-29) Medical Society Consortium on Climate & Health 2019 Annual Consortium Conference - VA.

(5-3-5) CMHC West: Advancing Cardiometabolic Health from East to West in Phoenix, AZ


(10/10-13) 14th Annual CMHC in Chicago, IL.

NEWS

AMWA News

The Launch of TIME'S UP Healthcare and AMWA

Title X Gag Rule: Learn what you can do to help Protect Title X

Women Leaders: Paving the Way in Organized Medicine

Women's History Month: AMWA WWI Exhibit: University of North Texas Health Science Center.

AMWA Leaders speak out in Medpage Today article "Uprooting Sexual Harassment in Medicine."

New Book: The Thriving Physician: How to Avoid Burnout by Choosing Resilience Throughout Your Medical Career by Gary R. Simonds, MD, MHCDS and Wayne M. Sotile, PhD.

Women's Health Pioneer Lila Wallis: Armchair Research at 98 Years

Partner News


Headache Migraine Policy Forum (HMPF) Capitol Hill Policy Brief on Disability and Migraine Disease

Other News

Kaiser Family Foundation New Brief: Title X regulation Changes: Implications and What's Ahead

New Book: Invisible Women: Exposing Data Bias in a World Designed for Women

Contribute to new AMA-RAND research on behavioral health Clinical Subcommittee Nominations open for MACRA Episode-Based Cost Measures

New research: Why there are more men than women in surgery

DEA warns of alarming increase of scam calls

Stay up to date by following us on social media

Join our Private Facebook Group

PROGRAM & MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Advocacy

See AMWA Advocacy Timeline for these and other recent work and communications.

Member News

Dr. Oneeka Williams, award-winning author, delivers keynote at the town of Arlington Martin Luther King Jr. Day celebration.

Member Spotlight: Dr. Julie Silver, specializes in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at Harvard Medical School & Spaulding Rehabilitation Network.

Member Spotlight: Dr. Meridith Englander, an interventional radiologist.

Join AMWA in helping AMWA member, Dr. Mary Rorro, expand the program A Few Good Notes through AMWA's Music in Medicine initiative.

Art and Medicine Hold Hands in the Morani Collection

AMWA president-elect, Dr. Roberta Gebhard, Is the co-author of "Medicine Has a Status Anxiety Problem"

AMWA Member Dr. Sandra Beirne launches The Woman Doctors Project, a collection of the "wisdom, insights, and genuine stories" of the experience of being a woman in medicine.

AMWA Members – be featured in an AMWA member spotlight!

VISIT OUR PARTNERS & SPONSORS

PATH

New Technology Medical Solutions

AMWA Members: AMWA Member, AMWA Member.

CAREERBUILDER

AMWA Magazine Package and Podcast

Have an update for the Newsletter? Submit it here.

Missed last week's issue? View it here.

Shop & Support AMWA

AMWA Online Store

Amazon Smile

JustGiving

iGive